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Get the story of the mulchifying super hit Plants vs. Zombiesâ„¢ from the zombies' point of view.

Part zombie memoir, part celebration of zombie triumphs, and part antiplant screed, this treasure

trove of never-before-seen concept art covers Plants vs. Zombies, Plants vs. Zombies 2, Plants vs.

Zombies Adventures, Plants vs. Zombies: Garden Warfare, and more! * Part art book&mdash;part

zombie memoir! * Eighty-eight pages of "behind-the-leaves" material! * The original Plants vs.

Zombies game has been installed over 100 million times and has 16 million active users!
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It's too funny its mostly concept art but all in good taste. My son loves flipping threw the pages and

seeing all the kick ass pictures or all his favorite Zombies and Plants. Hard cover so will last long

with a ruff boy.

Kept hearing how "cool" this book was,and it didn't disappoint. The 6 yr.old plants & zombie lover

keeps reading it & looking at the pictures,and "shows" me something that is so cool at least once

every other day.

I bought this book for the quality illustrations and character designs it lavishly exhibits inside. If



you're a fan of character design i say this publication is a must.

Book is great! Lots of pictures. My son has been trading it over & over every night before bed!

my 7 year old loves to have me draw zombies. It's silly/funny to look at some of the zombies.

'The Art of Plants vs. Zombies: A Visual Retrospec Book' is an art book with a tongue and cheek

element, which it should have. After all, this is art from a game about plants fighting back against a

zombie invasion of a back yard (among other locations).The zombies narrate the book, and they are

vocal about how much they hate the plants. Most of the art is of the zombies, but the plant art is

represented. Also, all of the games that have been published are represented, including the ones

from the upcoming Plants vs. Zombies sequel, with time travelling zombies. There are a number of

rare sketches, as well as a picture of the banner that the popular PopCap zombies left on top of the

Space Needle in Seattle.It's a really fun and addictive game, and that's in large part due to the really

fun and silly art. It's fun to revisit all the familiar zombies (disco zombie, anyone?), and see a sneak

peek of what's ahead.I was given a review copy of this graphic novel by Diamond Book Distributors

and Netgalley in exchange for an honest review. Thank you for allowing me to review this graphic

novel.

My 6 year old LOVES this book! He wanted it for ages and was absolutely thrilled to get it for his

birthday. Such a fun book with lots of great zombies to look at and read about.

My son loves this book! ..it's mostly just different drawings. Not a sit down and read kind of book.

But it's cool!
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